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“…Illicit drugs seized in 2013 by the NDLEA weighed 339,968kg with an

estimated street value of N34 billion naira. The breakdown is as follows;
cannabis 205,373kg, psychotropic substances 133,920kg, methamphetamine
340.8kg and cocaine 290.2kg. Others are heroin 24.53kg, amphetamine 19.297
and ephedrine 0.28 grammes. In 2013 alone, a total of 3,271 drug dependent
persons were successfully counselled in NDLEA facilities nationwide. This
comprises of3,062 males and 209 females. Additional 802 treated cases were
reported by hospitals and other drug dependence treatment centres in
Nigeria…”
- An excerpt from NDLEA report
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“… the word is an egg…”
- Niyi Osundare
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The room had a poor lighting obviously it had to be. It wasn’t the most
luxurious place or the most desired place to be but this was where Tayo found
himself. The walls seemed as though they had been scratched off by a bear or a
raging animal but maybe just because of how old they were. Tayo sat opposite
two other people but his haggard and rickety looks said all about his current
state. Fadekemi, Kayode and Tayo happened to be best of friends. She just sat
there searching his eyes for possible answers to all the questions she wanted to
ask. Just when she thought she was the only one searching for answers, she took
a glance at her friend,Kayode who was lost in thoughts with his gaze fixed on
the wall as though the answers were written on it. The trio had attended the
same secondary school which was where they actually met and became life-long
best friends. Each one had a future planned out, one which they followed
strictly. Fadekemi had become a full-blown lawyer and mother of 3. Kayode on
the other hand, a pharmacist was set to get married the next week. The plan
was that Tayo would be his best man but the master plan was to be thwarted at
this point. He most likely would be having a sentence before the wedding.
Fadekemi could not hold back the tears anymore and she succumbed to their
ever-growing pressure and let them flow freely. She wiped them quickly in a bid
to stop them from drawing lines over her face.
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“What made you this way?”
She mustered up some courage to ask her defeated friend.
“We had big dreams, dreams we followed… you... this wasn’t the plan Tee.”
Kayode seemed to also find the courage to speak out his thoughts at that instant
“Look at you bro, seven days from my big day. The one you’ve kept hammering
about and here you are. I want to get you out of here badly myself but I can do
little or nothing and she won’t be helpful at all if we don’t have an idea of
what happened.”
Tayo raised his head revealing the fact that he had been crying. He had a smile
on, one he never would let go. In good times and in bad times even until death,
the smile on his face around these two would never leave; at least he was glad
to see them again after a quite a while. Their presence alone spoke a lot about
how much they cared for him and just that was enough to keep the smile
glowing.
“Life happened to me… I did pursue my dream and held it dearly till life took
its toll on me. I told you Kay, when we reunited after your internship… I
schooled at Harvard.”
***
Young and enthusiastic Tayo was filled with so much energy and a little bit of
naivety still lurking in him. Things always went well for him, at least his father
rolled along with the Mike Adenugas, Dangotes and the likes. Tayo was a very
curious young man, wanting to explore the world outside his father’s domain.
His father was totally against it and had warned him but Tayo was quite
resilient. A brilliant chap;one of the best students that graduated from Harvard
in his year .Today was special for him. He was clad in his ostensibly expensive
tuxedo and seated right beside a graph displayed on a board. Seated opposite
him were those who seemed like power houses not just in their facial look or
body build but also in their dressing. Their manner of sitting as well as the
environment spoke a lot about them. They had to be amongst the best firms in
the country for the son of an industrial god to walk into their firm looking for a
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job. The men in the room whispered to one another until after a while when the
man seated on the biggest seat whom Tayo assumed to be the chairman broke the
silence.
“After much deliberation, Mr…”
“Tayo Ogunlusi” he replied ending the chairman’s misery of not knowing his
name.
“Thank you Mr Ogunlusi… after much deliberation, this board finds your plan
exciting and huge but… sometimes an exciting plan is totally not feasible and
born out of disrespect for an organisation. This board finds your presentation
and plan insulting and therefore recall our letter of provisional appointment and
regret to inform you that the already negotiated future contract is cancelled
with immediate effect.”
**Present**
“I was dazed. I was dejected. One fall isn’t enough to make one stay down
right? Well not when your heart is what is affected by the thump that follows
the fall.” Tayo giggled.
He decided to rest his back at least he was going to have his time with his
friends today. “Less than a year after that, all my plans and reforms I proposed
to that company were implemented by the same people who threw me away. I
was duped of the most expensive commodity in the whole world- my intellectual
product.”
“Did you sue them? You had the right to” Fade stated.
Tayo giggled. “Not all claims have evidences… such as this which we speak of.
My dreams, everything I had built in the abstract came to reality but I couldn’t
enjoy the proud moments.It was a year after, I had no recordings neither did I
have the graph… I was powerless. That was when it all started. The moment I
lost me.”
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***

“How many hobbies do you want to adopt?” Tayo’s stepmum called from the
kitchen.
“I’m just trying to sing… not everybody has the gift, I might just be one of the
lucky ones.” he replied from the room and continued his singing. He had a pen in
hand and a book in front of him as well as his laptop. He was trying to write
his lyrics down as they came and also record his tune.
“Son!” his stepmum had come to his room and startled him with her call.
“Ma!” he replied quite sluggishly.
“Listen, I agree with you that not everyone can sing but the house is not meant
for singing either. That’s why we have studios and clubs and an even better
suggestion is the church choir. Don’t sit in here making noise that disturbs the
peace we all have, it wasn’t like this when you had a job was it? And for
someone my husband spent a fortune sending to Harvard, I expected much
more.” She patted his back and left with a wry smile.
Tayo slowly recoiled into his bed as though he had been stabbed in the heart. He
stared at his paper till a drop of tear stained the bottom part of his writings. In
anger he picked a pen and swiped all across the paper and then shredded it. He
grabbed a shirt to put on and headed out.
The sitting room was occupied not only by his stepmum but 2 of the men in the
house- His dad and his only half-brother.
He smiled at his brother who seemed to be having a chat with their father. “Dad
can I take your car out?”
“No sir! This young man requires it for a dinner party later today… what can
we do? Think man think.”
Tayo sniffled and scoffed before walking out without saying one more word.
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***
He walked slowly across the street kicking the air at intervals and letting out a
scream at other times. Finally he took his seat inside a park. That was the
perfect spot for a catch-up with his old time friends. He pulled his phone from
his left pocket and opened his Facebook app and linked to Fadekemi’s profile.
Her wedding pictures were all over the page. Pictures of Kayode and her were
somewhere there as well. Seeing Kayode’s face made him smile and also seemed
to spark a bit of curiosity in him. He linked to his profile and could see pictures
of the commissioning of his new community pharmacy store. He had to stop, not
only because he was in a public place but his delicate phone screen was receiving
a bathing from tear drops.
Men don’t cry- he must have repeated that a lot of times but it just didn’t have
the effect it was supposed to. He scrolled to his contacts and opened Fadekemi’s
contact. He hovered his finger above the call button for a while and finally
succumbed and like flash he disconnected the call. He scrolled to Kayode’s
number and didn’t spend the time hovering and just went for the click and much
to his satisfaction, the service response was “the number you have dialled is
switched off.”
One more thing was left of his plan- talking to someone. Only one person ever
paid attention and that was his half-sister. Lucky him, she had just arrived
home from school a few minutes before he left the house.
***
“Mphela!” he called tapping her cheeks softly
“Stop calling me that… do I look South African?”
“You sure do.”
She shook her head in dismay. “What are you up to?”
“Wow! What a question.” He smiled and relaxed into one of the sofas in the
sitting room she was.
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“Yes! After the issue with those guys, you haven’t taken another step.”
“That’s true.”
She gave him a stern look. “You haven’t said a thing. You have a reason
right?”Tayo just had a smile on. It seemed as though he didn’t have anything to
say.
“You wanna share your reason?” she asked pulling out a weird looking phone
pouch from her bag.
“I’m not just interested in working with those guys anymore. It’s too hard to
handle. White collar jobs are not it.”
“So what is it?” she questioned placing emphasis on the ‘it’.
She succeeded in keeping his smile glowing.
“Singing.” He replied. “I’ve been trying to work it out.”
It was like something he said triggered off a series of laughter causing processes
in his sister’s body as she broke into uncontrollable laughter. “You’re joking
right?”
“Of course not. I’m dead serious.”
She giggled at first and began to give it a second thought. “Wow! If you are
serious about it, I’d say go for it.”
The sense of satisfaction and somewhat fulfilment in that his reason for first
vacating the house about an hour ago had been fulfilled was extremely visible in
his smile.
“Can I hear a demo?” his sister asked getting quite playful about the issue.
He started laughing softly and slowly. “I haven’t figured out one complete song
yet”
The laughter seemed to infect her as well as his statement “And you want to be
a music star? Chaii!”
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“Music doesn’t just come at once lady… take it from a pro. They come in bits.”
“Let me just listen to one of them.”
He had his laptop not too far away and he played the exact song he had been
recording before his stepmum who was her mum stopped him. “I just got this one
today. I even wrote it down.” He searched his pockets for quite a while before
he remembered he had shredded it. “I tore it.”
She turned her head sharply. “Why? This chorus is D. O. P. E and your
incomplete verse is cool.”
“Mum called it noise.”
He had sucked the mood out of the room with that statement. “She obviously
didn’t mean it the offensive way. You know she supports whatever you’re
doing.” Ola replied in a rather appealing tone.
“Apparently my music is an exception.”
“I’m sure she wouldn’t say so or mean so as the case may be.”
“I hope so.”
She jumped up from where she was seated. “I know what this song needs…
Falzthebahdguy. I’ll hook you guys up. You had better bring on your ‘A’ game.”
She threw a straw-pillow at him and shot a smile too.
He smiled back . “That’s why you’ll never be a good basketball player… always
missing… thanks tho.”
“What is family for?”
***

Tayo walked into the living room with his headset over his ears. It was as
though the headset affected his eyesight because he couldn’t avoid the footstool
in his way which seemed to overshadow Ola’s figure on the couch where she
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was. After the collision, he successfully pulled the headset off as he rubbed the
leg as though it were going to deter the pain. Ola tried hard to stop the giggle
but she failed.
“Why is this one laughing?” Tayo questioned feeling a little embarrassed.
“Are you becoming blind?”
“Are they teaching you to reply questions with other questions in that school of
yours?”
She turned back to her phone. “Ask them yourself.”
“aren’t you supposed to be in school?”
“Right now I’m not. What are you going to do about that?”
He just shook his head and took a seat. “You are pathetic.”
“I actually wanted to see your father. What were you listening to?”
“Just beats some guy hooked me up with.”
She sat up having her usual teasing game up. “You are really serious about this
thing aren’t you?”
“Well, maybe I am. You won’t understand a lot of things yet.”
She tried so hard to keep her face expressionless but it was so obvious how she
felt. Disgusted. “Dude! I’m about to graduate from a university, I’m not a baby
anymore.”
“I’m going through a lot right now. Look at me, look at Fade and Kayode. Who
would say we attended high school together? That company scam not only took
the wind out of my sail, it wrecked the ship. I’m still trying to build a raft to
sail on.”
Ola just kept staring. Tayo was already lost in his words and that was one
thing that drew her to him. She always wanted to listen to his musings.
Growing up, he had been her role model. Tayo loved her sincerely, she was the
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only one who cared, she always seemed to understand him and everything he
said. She would even ask questions where she wasn’t clear.
“Where exactly are you headed?” Ola asked.
The question hit him hard and forced him to sink into his thoughts once again,
his work and walk and everything he did before now was aimed at achieving
something, to get somewhere but now, what or who was he working for? He
obviously had to get his life together.
“Baba where are you going to now before I break the raft o.” Ola broke the
silence sounding rather thrilled. “I want to go over to dad’s office and mom
won’t let me drive.”
“Okay. I’ll take you.”
Mum’s voice was audible from where Tayo was sitting regardless of the fact
that he stood at quite a distance from where she was. Ola kept on trying to calm
her down and get her to bring her voice down. Since when did mum hate or more
subtle dislike Tayo?
Mum continued her rage. “I can’t let that thing drive you.”
“Mum he’s not a thing!”
“So now you talk back?”
“I’m sorry, I just wanted to give you my opinion.” Ola said defensively.
“What do you know? At his age, should he be here? When he should be fending
for himself. He would get married now and my husband will indirectly marry
another wife.”
Ola looked at her mum unbelievably. “So that is what this is about? When he
was at Harvard making good grades and all, you didn’t realize all this did you?
Now that he’s at a low when he needs you so much is when it becomes
something else? Either way, we’re going to dad’s office and he’s driving me.”
“Shey emi lo n ba soro bayen abi?”
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“I’m sorry ma.” She said and then took her leave.
Eyes were on the both of them as they walked through the hallway of the
company. One of the many companies their father owned. They could careless,
they grew up in such atmosphere- at least Ola did. Tayo had been around right
from the struggle period. A period in his life he would never forget. He had
encountered the biggest challenge a 7 year old whose father was jobless could
encounter. He lost his mother. His father had just lost his job to his wife’s
refusal to have an affair with his current boss. She was a pretty woman who
put her family first before her job even though she had too many demands as a
journalist, Tayo never felt alone even if she wasn’t around for a day or two. She
had gone on a trip to film a high risk event going on in a distant part of the
country. It was not the first time she would be doing that but it was to be the
last. A bomb blast occurred a long way away from their camera but the waves
the blast generated pushed a rock that fell right on her back. A long way away
from home,in a city where there had just been catastrophe, getting a hospital
where she could be first in line was quite impossible. None-the-less, she was
taken to the nearest government hospital and certified living before allowed to
enter the hospital more to the delight of the crew members but before her turn to
be attended to, she was gone. That was one thing that always pained him. She
left without saying goodbye.
Tayo would sit on his bed and wait for his lullaby, if they don’t come he
assumes mummy is late and goes to bed. Waking up in the morning without his
wake-up tea was a sign mummy was preparing something exotic for breakfast.
He would take a walk to the kitchen only to find it empty or to find his crying
father and he would keep telling his father “Mummy is still coming back.” Like
his father believed him which he certainly did for a while, he would nod in
agreement and get on with life. Tayo played a pivotal role in his father getting
himself back up. He would say things like “After I work for somebody for a
while I’ll go and build my own empire.” But his father was not even on the
cards for help when he needed to recuperate. After two months of believing he
would see his mum again and he attended her funeral, it began to hit him that
his mum was gone… forever. It was at that period which could be ranked the
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lowest period of his life until the very moment he met his clique Fadekemi and
Kayode.
Tayo never wanted his dad’s company and made sure he stated that in actions
when he opted to study mechanical engineering in Harvard as to the
multinational telecommunication company his father owned.
As soon as they got to the office, the secretary stood to greet them. At least she
was new so she had the right to be as formal as possible but the two jerk-heads
that entered the office believed in equality and that includes the beggar lying on
your street. Be kind to everyone and watch them be king to you is a policy that
had always worked for them except that one time that changed Tayo’s life.
“Is dad around?” Ola asked holding her smile in position.
The secretary nodded in agreement and returned the smile.
Tayo’s face was as straight as it could get. He greeted coldly and took a seat
some distance away from the chatty father and daughter.
His father ignored his greetings.
“What brings my baby?”
“Work!”
Ola had her gaze fixed on the charts on the large table.
“What work?”
“Well, I’m supposed to submit my project and from my little knowledge, projects
don’t fall from heaven, they need money to get them done.”
Her dad looked at her amusingly “what happened to your allowance?”
She sort of ignored his question but it was because something caught her
attention “This is bad, China reported a loss?”
“Apparently… fire outbreak destroyed one warehouse 2 weeks ago.”
“I receive ten thousand naira as my monthly allowance… DAD!”
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The old man smiled “during our days, we spent a lot less than five hundred naira
throughout our university education.”
She smiled. “Well this isn’t your days and the value of the naira is not the
same.”
“How much are we talking about here?”
“A hundred minimum.”
He glared at her ”For just project?”
“I need to pay up a lot of things. Out of 10 thousand, I’ll pay rent with my 7
other roommates, rent I pay is 8 thousand leaving me with 2 thousand. I want
to cut my hair and you disagree and you want it all braided all the time but
you’ll not pay for it… that alone takes about a thousand five hundred naira,
sometimes more and the money is over… finished!”
“What of the money your mum gives you?”
She squeezed her cheeks in her palms “That’s none of your business.”
“We’ll sort it out.” He concluded.
She knew she already had the money and then all attention turned to Tayo.
“Mr Tayo, have you found a job?”
His father’s words pierced through him. Ignoring it was impossible, telling the
truth would be suicide. There was no intended harm in trying to talk to his
father about how he felt. He tried his stepmother over and over again but it just
wasn’t like his mum who would read him bedtime stories and tell him things
that ended his fear for rats. The only people in the world he could talk to other
than his sister were… well, he just didn’t have the courage to talk to them.
They were way ahead of him and he was sincerely ashamed of his state. He had
to keep it under constant cover though, his half-brother had always been a rival
to him, chasing his every footstep and could already be said to be better than he
was. Everyday he would make a silent prayer that a breakthrough came his way
but it seemed like it wouldn’t he never went back to search for a job since the
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scam. Where he worked after the rejection from his dream firm laid him off after
a few months because they couldn’t pay salaries efficiently. The company ended
up drowning in the turmoil the month he found out about the scam.
“No sir! Not yet.”
“Are you even searching?”
That was another tough one… a lie to support another lie. Hopefully the
pyramid of lies would build him a mechanical engineering firm or maybe not. He
wasn’t sure if he was interested in all of that anymore. The arts called him and
he knew it… he just needed the right platform to bring his game to.
“Yes sir! I’m seriously searching.”
Ola was surprised to hear that. It was the first time she ever heard him lie to
their dad, it was the first time he ever did so in his 27 year life and she was so
uncomfortable with it. “Don’t mind him, he’s working on some amazing and
dope music with Folarin Falana… play it for him.”
“Don’t play anything… this is an office not a disco club… you want to be like
Femi’s son abi? Iwo na fe di bad guy abi? O ti da just know that you are not
Akorede Ogunlusi’s son.”
Tayo was baffled “But…”
“You want to remain my son? Then don’t even think about it. If you don’t
mind, I’m about to have a meeting here.”
Tayo’s hopes and newly acquired dreams were dealt a bitter blow in that
instant, one that it would never recover from. The fear of the unknown played a
large part in the inability of the dream to recover. Go ahead and you are on your
own, but stay and at least all the basics to keep you alive were sure. He couldn’t
keep enduring the torture of his mind, something had to be done… the arts
called out to him every time but answering would mean that he would have to
endure a second hardship. He knew how it felt to go through hard times. He
would go to school without food for about three days till Fade offered him
something to eat. She and Kayode began to alternate the sacrifice of their daily
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allowance to help him get some food in their first year in secondary school till
their third year, even though things had started looking up as early as his third
term in secondary school. At those times he seemed to be invisible to his father
and he was already used to that.
**Present**
The policeman was around already in the room. The time they had with him had
expired.
“Time is up… he needs to get back inside now.”
“Can we get about thirty minutes?” Fade begged.
“I can’t even give 10 minutes. There’s some trouble going on inside, we’ve been
asked to get all visitors out safely… officers are outside to escort you.”
Tayo stood slowly… “If I’m going to die, it’ll have to be after I complete the
telling of my life’s story.”

Fade and Kayode thanked the officers that escorted them through the shouts of
the prison before taking to the streets of Lagos. The usual hustle and bustle
sounds overwhelmed every word anyone intended to utter. Traffic was thick and
horns would not just stop blasting. They marched on towards the parking lot
where Kayode’s car was. Curses flew right through their ears between a
motorcyclist and one woman who was hawking along the roadside.
“We might plead not guilty tomorrow.” Fadekemi started the conversation once
they got away from the intense noise.
“Impossible… evidence is out. The hospital test… they were all positive.”
Kayode replied as he opened the car door.
Fadekemi sank into the chair, her mind raced through many clever ways she
could beat the prosecuting council to it and get her friend a way out. “I could
say he was forced to take it, they have no eye witness. All possible witnesses
have been killed during the raid.”
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Kayode had moved the car and they had a lucky escape from the traffic as it had
vanished miraculously as at when they moved. The vendors were all over the
place with the weird but scarcely existent PM news. The headlines had it all.
AKOREDE OGUNLUSI’S SON IN COURT OVER ALLEDGED DRUG
TRAFFICKING.
Fade lowered the car window and bought a copy of the newspaper. It was easy
from where they were because they finally had hit the inevitable Lagos traffic.
Fade wasn’t quite disappointed. They already had different sorts of scoops and
information both true and false. “They are speculating already.”
Kayode seemed to ignore the comment but that wasn’t the case, he was lost in
his thoughts. “Tayo is stronger than two failed attempts in a career. Those
things are not enough to have him do drugs.”
Fade couldn’t agree more. She fully understood what he said but what she
found quite amusing was what Kayode was doing. He made a turn at the
nearest turning point.
“Where are we headed?”
Kayode firmed his grip on the steering wheel and increased the pressure his foot
applied on the accelerator. “To see the only one person that knows all about
him… Ola.”

***

Kayode had his eyes peeled around as he navigated his way through the slummy
streets. Between all the trash cans and graffiti, one very remarkable thing was
the sun and the view of it from where Fade’s eyes were.
“You found the house yet?”
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Oh! And yes, all those houses were extremely similar… it gave residents of the
neighbourhood more reason to have graffiti all over the place. Just before she
could become too inquisitive for a short trip, Fade kept one question amidst the
tons of questions she had already asked- what was the daughter of a wealthy
man be doing living in the Lagos slums?
“That should be it. The house had a hand or something on it.”
“That’s one.” Fade pointed to a lone standing house that still looked like it was
sandwiched between buildings.
“That’s it.”
Kayode turned off the ignition and headed across the street and straight for the
door. Fade feared that courtesy wouldn’t be a game plan he would adopt but
her fears fell on thorns. He paused at the door and gave subtle and gentle knock.
No response at the first trial neither was there to be a second because the door
flung open. Ola was opposite them clad in sweats with a mopping stick in hand.
“Hi Kay, Fade.”
“We need to talk.” Fade stated.
Ola was cold in her demeanor or may it just was her mood. She happened to be
amongst the endless list of women and ladies that had very confusing mood
swings.
“Inside here is still wet. Do you mind if we sit outside here?”
One old rickety adjustable chair lay lifeless on the ground not too far from where
Kayode was standing and he picked it and did his best to rearrange it before
sitting on it. He left the ladies to share the space on the stairway.
Fadekemi finally let her curiosity drive her. “What are you doing around here?
Ola smiled. “I’m close to finishing my NYSC. Here is closer to where I work
compared to the house.”
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Kayode wasn’t in for some lady chat. “After Tayo tried music and dad
disapproved what happened?”
Ola forced out some carbon dioxide “Wow! He was as good as dead.” She
giggled amidst her words.“He started talking about his raft crashing and him
sailing on a log of wood. His major dreams in life, things he lived for were
almost impossible for him to reach.”

***

“I just hope another storm doesn’t come before I get to a safe island.”
Ola was hanging out in Tayo's room on one of her numerous trips home from
school when he made the statement
. “What are you talking about?”
“My life is a mess right now. Look at me and my friends, I’m ashamed to be
around them. I just can’t give up even when that’s all that’s left to do can ?”
**Present**
Ola exhaled. “he would lock himself up all day… he started doing weird things
and seeing weird things, the word weird just seemed to be a perfect description
of all the interests he developed.”
She looked at the two friends she was supposed to be talking to and her eyes ask
a simple question- was she running crazy? The response was quite favourable
and she summoned her courage and continued speaking.
“There was this one time in his room where he was watching birds and naming
them. He was sort of creating a story around them talking about some territorial
fight.”
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***
Ola had a tray in her hand with some meticulously prepared and dished edible
materials. She knocked softly on the door to Tayo’s room. She could hear his
voice inside but he wasn’t responding to her knock. She slowly opened the door.
“Captain zutra has successfully been displaced from his territory. This guy sef…
youth and experience lets see who wins.”
She dropped the tray slowly and kept watching him rant. She was there for up
to ten minutes and you could bet that he didn’t know she was there.
“Bro… your food is here please eat this time before I come back.” She pecked his
head and left.
About an hour after she was back in his room and to her joy, he wasn’t at the
window looking at birds and creating stories about them. This time though, he
was on the floor inspecting an ant transporting a grain of rice to its hideout.
She was about to laugh when her eyes caught the plate of food she brought in
earlier. “You haven’t eaten still.” Her tone was in line with her mood – angry
“These ants are powerful and smart.” Tayo said looking up with a smile
For the first time in her life, she was uninterested in what he was saying or
doing, normally they made sense all the time but his most recent musing were
boring and void of meaning. The ambition behind the musings, the dreams, the
hope that came with the musings always inspired her that she could achieve
more than she currently aspired but all that was gone. It was senseless now to
say the least. No value was being added, neither did it help him snap out of his
downfall. What reason did she have to keep listening to him?
“This right here bro, is insanity. You had better get yourself together and eat this
food before I return in the next 5minutes or else, I’ll do something to you that
you’d hate me for.”
***
Ola wiped off her tears.
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“Those words changed a lot about him. He stopped talking to me about his
hurts, it was more like his last rope to the family had been cut… but I was just
angry.” The tears began to obstruct her clarity of speech. “he seemed alright
afterwards, he met with dad and started working with him till he got his own
apartment… I tried reaching him but he shut me out.” She was fighting back
the tears, she was winning but she had to keep it calm at least for now. “… dad
would always tell me he was fine… I believed him till one period when dad’s
response wasn’t too convincing. I knew something had happened to him… I
tried to reach out to him but I had become a complete stranger to my own
brother. I pushed him to this stage.”
Fade quickly put up the defense “no you did not.”
“If I had behaved differently in that moment he wouldn’t have been where he is
now.”
Kayode came closer and wrapped his arms round her. “It’ll be alright.”
** **

The court room was filled with spectators and journalists alike. It was time for
the first hearing of the case. The presiding judge had made life difficult for
Fadekemi. She was currently in a tight corner and the prosecuting council’s
lawyer was enjoying the ride… she was going to finally get her big one. Deep
down in the tunnels of the heart that belonged to Fadekemi she knew this was a
long lost battle. There was no disproving their guilt all she had to do was see
that they had less time to spend in jail than a lifetime or instant death. All that
didn’t worry her as much as the extra baggage she was given. All the while, she
had thought her friend was her only client and so all her antics were undone.
Everything was proceeding the same way a lost cause would. A rival lawyer
who this time was on the other end of the divide had just completed another
sinking round of questioning with a top notch send-them-to-jail speech. The wry
smile on her face was meant to defeat Fade completely but instead she returned
the smile.
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“The defence council.”
She rose slowly and adjusted her gown. She looked around and then fixed her
gaze on her opposite. “Der Menseh Kann tun was er will; er kan aber nicht
woollen was er will. Man can do what he wills but he cannot will what he
wills… words of Arthur Schopenhauer.“ she took slow steps away from there
towards the witness box where Tayo was.
“There is no use debating their innocence if we are blind to the meaning of true
innocence- intent. In the words of Sam Harris, you can do what you decide to
do but you cannot decide what you will decide to do. In this case, I’ll be forced
to ask… what then decides our decisions? My answer is simple… circumstance.
You see, my clients here have only decided to do one out of the many evils that
circumstance provided as decisions for them to take ;what we mostly refer to as
options. It appeals to your senses but has no legal backing? I plead with this
court that it adjourns its hearing so as to allow us bring tapes of the testimony
of the suspects about how they got into drugs. Not only would it convince this
court that they are here as victims of circumstance but convince the court to
tender judgement with mercy.”
Her opposite number stared at her as she made for her seat. She was obviously
dazed with the direction the case was headed. Fade just wouldn’t give up.
“This court adjourns till the 7th of February.”

The procession was completed and the suspects escorted to the van that was to
convey them to the prison. Fade had a quick chat with her clients. Meanwhile
the other lawyer stood afar off watching her. As soon as she was done, she
blocked her.
“What exactly are you doing?”
“Working on a case.” Fade replied coldly as she pushed her way through
towards her car.
“Evidence has it all, there is no way of escape.”
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Fade halted as turned to face her pest of a colleague “Are you going to teach me
what to do?”
She didn’t have a reply to it… 10 cases against this same lawyer she didn’t
have a resounding win… this was going to be her first taste of victory over
Fade and she was about to see it slide down to bare bones because of some
foolish way Fade thought was best to judge the case. Her biggest problem was
that the judge even bought the idea.
“You always wanted a real case, one with you on the advantageous side… here
you go. Take up the challenge. Oh! That’s true, you can’t handle it.”
Fade chuckled and headed for her car.

***

Tayo was just completing the recording of the vital events that led to his drug
addiction. The most important part was very surprising to Fadekemi. It had
been Tayo’s best kept secret thus far.
“After I started work with my dad, I got into a relationship that was about to
lead to marriage. I thought my life was finally set to get back on track. The light
at the end of my tunnel was finally in sight. We already had a baby.”
Tayo 28, had just returned from the office working as the director of a new
company his father started as part of a deal to get him back on track… 6 years
for him to stabilize and get his own business was agreed. He actually
remembered Tayo’s dream of starting his own company. That was what he was
fighting for… to keep Tayo’s dream alive but he went about it all wrong before.
He wanted to make up for it.
Tayo was making great progress. He had a house and a car, a to be family, he
had his friends back. He had met Kayode at his pharmacy store the day before
and he was already contacting Fade frequently on the phone. He dragged his
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tired body into the house. He was happy he had finally got home but something
just didn’t feel right about the house. He expected his brother and of a truth his
brother’s car was parked in there. He ignored his feelings and entered. He took a
seat expecting his baby mama to come around but she was a weird housewife…
sleep was her trademark. He dragged himself upstairs to the room but he was
about to drag himself to a life changing event.
He opened the door only to find his baby mama satisfying his brother’s sexual
need.
He was perplexed; utterly devastated… he didn’t have words to say. He just sat
there on the ground and stared at both of them. He sighed and left the room.
There was no movement in the room. He took a pen and a sheet of paper and
scribbled – be gone before I return please!
How could he be sure that his so called son was his? Was he not living in a
mirage? He decided to take a drive around town at least to cool off.

***

Fade’s mouth was wide open in astonishment.
Tayo chuckled.
“They were at the hearing yesterday… mother and son.”
He slipped her a picture of the two of them. Deep down beyond his anger he still
loved her.
Fade kept staring at the cute baby. “I knew your child would be cute.”
“I don’t know if that is my child.”
There was that awkward silence and Fade broke it. “Thanks.”
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Tayo smiled. “No… Thank you… you made sure the last of my life’s dreams
came to pass… at least my story can change a life.” He stood to leave. He was
finally ready to take whatever it is that came his way.
“You know, since you’ve been coming here, I’ve not told you but no flattery, you
look awesome.” He winked and exited the room.
Fade’s mind crept back to the previous day… while Tayo was leaving, he stared
coldly at this woman with a boy… it was them. Her expedition to yesterday
was cut short as her second client came in.
“Hi.”
He seemed uninterested in her greetings. “I hope you know what you’re doing?
Just get me out of here.”
She relaxed into the chair looking puzzled. “I’m not sure about getting you out
of here but about knowing what I’m doing, I sure do.”
She had time to change the cassette in the recorder. “Let’s meet you please.”
“I’m Oluremi Adepitan.”
“Mr Oluremi could you please narrate to us your journey to drug addiction?
He looked at her in an awkward way, it was like she asked him to do something
impossible. “There’s no way I’m telling the world my sad story.”
Fade was infuriated.
“You’ve got a large sentence waiting for you already to top that up a lawyer
who would stop at nothing to ensure that you are hung the day after the
hearing as well, I’m here stressing up myself, away from my family listening to
your life stories that make me scared that I might make the same mistakes those
who pushed you to this made all in a bid to get you softer punishments and
yet… I’m getting bullshit from you. If you want to rot or die as she may plead
the judge to do, then fine… criminals are supposed to die!”
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She had made a wrong statement and she knew it the instant the word fell- the
word is an egg… it crashes to the ground and cannot be recovered. She decided
to defend her statement.
“But we want to prove you’re not one.”
“I’m ready.”
She finally apologised. “I’m sorry.”
“You don’t have to be.”
He pulled the recorder closer and pressed the record button.
“My downward slope began when I was 12. My parents died in one of the
numerous house collapses in that year. I was out with some friends… it was the
first time I would ever leave them alone, the first time they would ever leave me
and it would be the only time for a duration of a lifetime. When I returned, I
found only one foot of my dad’s favourite pair of shoes lying in the debris. My
mom’s best gown lay somewhere amongst the pile of blocks. She only wore that
gown once.”
Twelve year old Pitan pulled his mom’s dress from under the block that had
tainted the blood red dress. His mind flashed back to the events of the previous
day. His mom was about to leave for the convocation ceremony of the youngest
of her sisters. She had hugged him tight and told him to promise her that he
would get to the stage where he graduated as well. In that moment, he
determined to do so.
Pulling that dress up made him even more determined that by the turn of the
next year, he was already working for a roadside mechanic and was funding
himself to a free education programmed public school. This day he was on his
long journey from school to his work place that was practically home as well. It
kept him away from the bad boys on the streets and focused on making it out of
the university someday.
“Eku le sir!” he greeted passing where his boss and his major customer with his
vehicle.
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The customer would become pivotal in his life. About two weeks after he was
back at the shop ,not to repair his car again but to try to repair a life.
“Such brilliant young boys should be given a shot at better education as well as
a better life.”
The wife of the customer explained.
“We want to adopt him.”
Pitan was speechless in that instant… it really does take hard work to move
forward. His grades were the best one could possibly have and it caught the
attention of the couple who sadly didn’t have a child. There was nothing to
pack for him, all he had was on school uniform and bag, his shoes that had lost
its sole and the cloth he was wearing.
Two months after, he was back at the mechanic shop but this time he was
sitting in the car munching on some fries. He wanted to help fix the problem
with the car but they wouldn’t let him get near the bonnet of the car let alone
fix it. He was enjoying life, he had been adjusting to life amongst the elite. A
new school meant new friends, he already had a closet of clothes.
“Pitan!” his dad called from the living room. He ran along the passage and
jumped the flight of stairs. He fell right into the warm embrace of the man who
had taken up the job of a father to him.
“You be a good boy uhn? We’re travelling today… we should come back in two
weeks. Uncle Kazeem would be taking you to school every morning and don’t
forget to tell Mayowa what you’d eat.”
He kissed Pitan on the forehead and Pitan helped out in moving the bags to the
car. Two weeks journey was all it was meant to be but it became the journey of
no return.
Pitan was glued to the TV munching on the prawn crackers the maid Mayowa
had made for him. The doorbell chimed repeatedly for quite a while before
Mayowa could get to the door. The old man shoved her off the way and came
into the living room. He looked quite furious.
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“Get that thing out of this house now!” he said referring to Pitan.
Another man stormed in… quite young he was but too rash in his actions. He
dragged Pitan off the chair “5 minutes is all I give you to get out of here.”
That was the amount of time Mayowa needed to get some of her clothes as well
as the money she was meant to deposit into her boss’ account the next day. A
whooping 500 thousand naira, that was enough for her to start up a business.
She didn’t have time to plan out the way the money was to be spent neither was
there time to get clothes for Pitan. The young man had come in with a stick
threatening to flog them both. As fast as she could, she pulled him along and
they left the house. That was not to be the last time he would see that house.
After about 2 hours of journeying in the public transport buses Pitan grabbed
her hand. “What happened back at home and where are we going?”
She sighed.
“I don’t know what happened but we’re going to my house… where I was
born.”
They finally arrived the vicinity… it was quite primitive. Mayowa’s house was
not too far ahead anymore. It was a mud house. They didn’t have to knock
before their presence was noticed. Mayowa’s mum who was busy processing
cassava flakes was the first to see them. With joy filling her heart she rose and
made some screams to alert others about the return of her daughter.
After a bit of greeting, Mayowa finally showed him to a half-eaten wooden
chair lying at the far side of the supposed sitting room. Mayowa took time to
explain things to her mum and finally made the decision to return to the city
whilst leaving Pitan in her mother’s care.
Present**
Pitan was so lost in his story that he couldn’t notice the beeps the recording
device made- tape was close to the end.
“Are you close?” Fade questioned.
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“That was just another beginning.” He chuckled. “I’ll try to skip some.”
“Thanks.”
He took a deep breath and travelled down memory lane. “Mayowa’s mum
happened to be a nightmare. Mayowa left after 3 days but the next 2 months
were hell, I would do both the reasonable and unreasonable work. Mama would
make me wash her feet at least 4 times in one day, I had to go to farm to help
her husband who was quite considerate with his assignments. School was a'no
go area'. Mayowa sent monthly allowances for me alone. Her business was
flourishing and she expected that I had some sort of education at least finish my
secondary education and then come to join her in the city for my tertiary
education.”
He smiled. “Life was too hard to wait for all that… maybe I’d have been
sacrificed to the gods by now who knows? Some friends I had in the village
advised me to run. They provided the money as well as little directions they
knew. There was no packing of luggage… just me dressed up, I left.”

***
Pitan had no idea where he was but his main goal was to reach his parents’
home. He still didn’t understand why they had to leave. He was young. All he
had left now was 50 naira out of the five thousand his ten friends raised and
stole for him and the vicinity still wasn’t looking familiar. He knew he could
recognise the house if he saw it but not the environment so he kept on
searching,at least this was where the bike man told him Bariga was.
Two hours passed and he was still there, walking endlessly. He finally accepted
that he had been fooled. He had to find a way out of there. He decided to ask
for directions.
“Please where is Bariga?” Bariga- that was where the house was, that was all
he knew but it was something.
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The young lad he asked was about the same age as him at the time ;about 19
years old.He burst out laughing. His weird laughter got Pitan wondering. Was
it something he wore? Was it his hair? The answer would still remain a mystery
till date.
“Bariga is that way.”
It was awkward but he had no choice. He watched as his acquaintance laughed
off and then took slow steps away from where he was standing following the
directions. Ten minutes ago, he felt like a piece of paper, this time it was worse.
Tired and exhausted, he needed help out of his situation, an old man in about
his early sixties was lounging in front of his unfenced building. Pitan summoned
the courage to meet him.
“Sir, good evening… please I want to get to Bariga, I’m somehow lost.”
“you are on the wrong path son, there’s a car park that way, the second left
turn… buses that go to Bariga are there.”
“Please do you know how much the bus costs sir?”
“The man took a glance at him… “Son… it costs 250.”
His face wrote the misery of his travels in bold expressions one which the old
man was quick to read. “I’ll help you with the transport fare.”

** Present **

Fadekemi had tears streaming down her cheeks. She had heard two sad stories in
one day but still she wasn’t done. This time, the tape had finally finished so she
borrowed some from the remaining space from Tayo’s tape.
“Please let’s just skip to how you got into it now.” She said with teary eyes.
He snuffled and smiled. “I finally arrived Bariga and found the house. It was
then I learnt the truth and that my dad’s brothers had sold the house after he
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died in a plane crash that day. I had nowhere else to go… somehow I became a
thug just to fend for myself. My dreams of graduating from a university pushed
me hard. I picked up the gun and became a gentleman of the night… we even
visited my old parent’s house. We killed everyone there even though it wasn’t
the plan. I later moved in there because my rent was getting outrageous.”
He stopped to wipe his mucus releasing nostrils.
“I had a girlfriend that played 2 roles in my life. First she made sure I dropped
the gun and then when lack of jobs got me depressed she introduced me to the
guy that supplied us indirectly because she worked for him. First it was a couple
of days in the month she’d steal some, then I began to need more of it to
function more efficiently. It turned into a daily need. I had come across Tayo at
that time. He shared his story and I introduced it to him convincingly. My
girlfriend was caught and killed so we had to establish a real connection with
the main dealer. We needed cash and Tayo had the perfect idea… a cult would
generate the cash, we’ll supply them the cannabis and codeine.”
***

Serene environments were far from where they were neither was there any sort
of touching entertainment yet, everyone in the small room had tears in their eyes,
even the toughest of all- the presiding Judge. The tape had not finished playing
but the hearts were already lost. Amaka, Fade’s opposite number had the tears
flowing down her cheeks. She would agree to the court totally reducing their
sentence.
“I’m Francis Edhosa… I might not be able to say a lot… I was in the worst
state from the drugs… I had to undergo surgery due to damages to my brain…
I lost part of my memory in the process. I’ll start with what I remember so
well,which was my mother's love for me… she ensured that I got anything I
wanted… she warned me against cultism the day I went to school…”
The clerk walked in to disturb.
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“Sorry, Barrister Fade, one of your clients’ relative wants to see you.”
Fadekemi got the nod from the judge and took her leave silently.
“…all the hardships in the first year and the way most of these cult members
dealt with me made me agree to j…j…join the 'Catammambas'. Tobechuckwu,
his soul rest in peace, my best friend died on the day of the raid, he was our
connection man… he introduced us to Pitan and Tayo… we needed the drugs
to boost us for one fight against another cult. We won but we wanted more of
it. Business became pleasure and then fatality for me. I’m sorry to disappoint
you but this is as much as I can remember… My current state is not as a result
of anybody’s failure but mine. I didn’t listen when I was told, I felt I was too
smart, I had it all but then for a vague cause I blew it all away.”
There were quick swipes across the faces in the room as they got ready to resume
hearing.

*** Outside***

Fadekemi had seen this face before but where still wasn’t clear. The child?
What was this about. The lady sitting opposite her seemed shy or maybe
embarrassed because as the clerk said her relative was her client.
“I’m Tayo’s wife… or girlfriend or ex…”
Fade fixed the face perfectly with the lady Tayo shared a gaze with in the court
room at the first hearing.
“Oh! The one who cheated with his brother, nice to finally meet you bitch…
congratulations, you’ve successfully ruined a bright future. Why are you here?”
Fadekemi was actually doing this… she had blown away her usual self and had
become what was best described as a Thatcher. The young lady’s head dropped.
“I’ve been there to see him but he wouldn’t see me.”
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“And why should he?” Fade cut in. “So that he can listen to your lies?”
“This is his child!” She broke into tears, Fade had to shut up and swallow.
“After his brother’s case, I did a paternity test… it was unorthodox ways of
getting his samples but that was only necessary after his brother failed. I was
young and naïve… I wanted the money, his brother was up for the taking
too… I wish I had acted differently… I just want him to know he has a
son…”
“STOP!” Fade yelled.
She stood to her feet with her hands over her mouth.
The past few weeks were not easy… Devastated would still be an
understatement for the feeling pouring through her nervous system. Tayo had
the brightest future of the trio not only because of his father’s wealth but
because of his never-give-up attitude, to watch him drown out now for her was
quite appalling and for it to be because of drugs was highly unbelievable.
This journey began as a mirage, something like a joke but it now hit her…
Tayo had become a drug addict.

The judge was prepared to give his verdict and the court resumed hearing.
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…Sometimes our fear of taking a big step is what hinders us from achieving a
goal... not the response we'll get…
Ade Lero

… save someone from drug addiction by paying attention and saying YES!
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